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Abstract
This paper reexamines the explanatory power of beta, firm size, book-to-market equity, and
the earnings-price ratio for average stock returns, correcting two currently controversial
biases: selection bias in COMPUSTAT and the errors-in-variables (EIV) bias. After filling
in the missing data on COMPUSTAT with the Moody's sample, I do not find any significantly
different results for book-to-market equity from using the COMPUSTAT sample only. After
correcting for the EIV bias, I find stronger support for the beta pricing theory than previous
studies. Regardless of the presence of firm size, book-to-market equity, and earnings-price
ratios, betas have significant explanatory power for average stock returns. In particular, firm
size is barely significant using monthly returns, but no longer significant using quarterly
returns. However, book-to-market equity still has significant explanatory power for average
stock returns, even though the EIV bias is corrected.
I.

Introduction

The primary implication ofthe capital asset pricing model by Sharpe (1964),
Lintner (1965), and Black (1972) is the mean-variance efficiency of the market
portfolio. Put differently, there exists a positive linear relation between ex ante
expected returns and market betas, and variables other than beta should not have
power in explaining the cross-section of expected returns.
Contrary to the predictions of the CAPM model, previous empirical studies
have found that idiosyncratic factors have significant explanatory power for average
stock returns, while beta has little power. The most prominent idiosyncratic factors
are firm size, book-to-market equity (B/V), and earnings-price (E/P) ratio. Banz
(1981), Reinganum (1981), and Keim (1983) find that small (large) firms have
greater (smaller) returns than those predicted by the CAPM model.1 Jegadeesh
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(1992) argues that beta does not explain the cross-sectional differences in average
returns when the test portfolios are constructed so that the correlations between beta
and firm size are small. Since Fama and French (1992), (1993), (1996), book-tomarket equity has emerged as another strong contradiction to the CAPM model.
Rosenberg, Reid, and Lanstein (1985), Chan, Hamao, and Lakonishok (1991),
Fama and French (1992), Davis (1994), and Kothari and Shanken (1995) report
that firms with greater book-to-market equity earn greater risk-adjusted returns.
That is, there is a significant positive relation between book-to-market equity and
beta risk-adjusted returns. Basu (1977), (1983) and Reinganum (1981) report that
excess returns on common stocks are a monotone increasing function of their E/P
ratios.2
Most empirical tests that have found those contradictions to the CAPM model,
however, involve an errors-in-variables (EIV) problem, since true betas are unob?
servable and, thus, estimated betas are used as a proxy for the unobservable betas.
Handa, Kothari, and Wasley (1989) and Kim (1995) show that the EIV problem
induces an underestimation of the price of beta risk and an overestimation of the
other cross-sectional
regression (CSR) coefficients associated with idiosyncratic
variables that are observed without error such as firm size, book-to-market equity,
and E/P. A greater correlation between the estimated betas and the idiosyncratic
variables causes more downward bias in the price of beta risk estimate and more
exaggeration of the explanatory power of the idiosyncratic variable.
Several estimation methods have been developed to correct the EIV problem.
Litzenberger and Ramaswamy (1979), Shanken (1992), and Kim (1995) suggest
consistent estimation methods within the two-pass test methodology, and Gibbons
(1982), and McElroy and Burmeister (1988) jointly estimate asset risk factors and
their associated risk prices. In particular, Kim suggests a correction method for
the EIV problem that arises in Fama and MacBeth's (1973) two-pass test method?
ology, and provides direct correction factors for the least squares CSR coefficients
Kim's correction is most useful when all available indi?
in certain circumstances.
vidual assets (without forming portfolios) are used in the CSR estimation, since
his estimators for the CSR coefficients are iV-consistent (i.e., consistent when the
time-series sample size, T, is fixed and the number of assets, N, is allowed to
increase without bound). Kim's correction, therefore, provides a justification for
the use of individual assets in asset pricing tests, which has been restricted due to
the EIV problem.3 In fact, use of individual assets has several advantages. First,
it ensures the full utilization of information about the cross-sectional behavior of
individual stocks, which might otherwise be lost in forming portfolios. Second,
it avoids the data-snooping bias (Lo and MacKinlay (1990)). Third, most impor?
tantly, it avoids arbitrariness. According to the portfolio formation method and/or
the number of portfolios used in the CSR estimation, the estimation results for
risk premia are different (see, for example, Fama and French (1992),
(1992), and Kothari, Shanken, and Sloan (1995)).
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2Famaand French (1992), however,show that the relationbetween E/P ratio and averagereturn
seems to be absorbedby the combinationof firmsize and book-to-marketequity.
3The CSR estimation
using individualassets is firstperformedby Litzenbergerand Ramaswamy
(1979).
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Another problem involved with measuring the ability of the accounting vari?
ables such as book-to-market and earnings-price to predict returns is a selection
bias induced by the manner in which COMPUSTAT includes firms in expanding
its existing database. Kothari, Shanken, and Sloan (1995) argue that the poten?
tial source of the bias is in the COMPUSTAT "back-filling-in" procedure. In the
practice of back-filling the missing data by COMPUSTAT, firms with relatively
poor earnings (inducing low stock returns and high B/V) prior to the addition, but
with good earnings and high stock returns on the year of the addition, are more
likely to be added to the COMPUSTAT database. However, firms with consis?
tently poor earnings are much less likely to be added. Firms that failed to report
financial statements due to problems such as thin trading and financial distress, but
recovered from the problems later, might retroactively report financial statements
for the unreported period. In this case, COMPUSTAT might include data for the
firms. However, COMPUSTAT might not include data for firms if they still suf?
fer from the problems. This selection procedure tends to include firms with high
B/V and subsequently high returns, but tends to exclude firms with high B/V and
subsequently low returns. Kothari, Shanken, and Sloan, and Breen and Korajczyk
(1994) argue that this might induce a (positive) upward bias in the CSR coefficient
of the B/V variable and provide some indirect evidence that a portion of the signif?
icant explanatory power of book-to-market equity to average stock returns might
be due to the selection bias.
The purpose of this paper is to reexamine whether firm size, B/V, and E/P
still have significant explanatory power to average stock returns after correcting
two possible biases: the EIV bias and the selection bias in COMPUSTAT for B/V
and E/P. After correcting the EIV bias, Kim (1995) reports that betas have an
and statistically significant positive relation with average stock re?
economically
turns, regardless of the presence of firm size, and that while the EIV correction
leads to a diminished role of firm size, firm size remains a significant force in
explaining average stock returns. However, Kim estimates risk premia assuming
that all assets (portfolios or individual assets) have the same length of beta esti?
mation period of five years. This assumption would be valid for the case of the
estimation by portfolios because all portfolios have no missing return observations
over the whole period. However, it could induce a selection bias in the case of
the estimation by individual stocks because individual stocks having observations
less than the predetermined beta estimation period of five years are excluded in the
CSR estimation. In this paper, I allow the beta estimation period to be different
across individual assets to avoid the selection bias, and estimate risk premia by
using all individual stocks whose return observations are available for at least two
years (three years) for the month-by-month (quarter-by-quarter) CSR estimation.
To investigate the effect of the selection bias in COMPUSTAT on book-tomarket equity, Chan, Jegadeesh, and Lakonishok (1995) collect the missing book
equity data on COMPUSTAT for the top 20% (by market capitalization) of NYSE
and AMEX domestic primary companies.
However, small (or large B/V) firms
selection
bias
have more missing data and the
caused by the COMPUSTAT practice
of back-filling missing data is likely to be more serious for small firms. For this
paper, I collected most of B/V and E/P data missing on COMPUSTAT for firms
(except investment companies) from Moody's Industrial, Transportation, Utility,
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and Bank Manuals that also had stock return data in the Center for Research in Se?
curities Prices (CRSP) database. This is the first paper that performs a direct test for
Kothari, Shanken, and Sloan's (1995) selection bias hypothesis on COMPUSTAT.
I find that the selection bias in COMPUSTAT has no significant impact on
the estimation for book-to-market equity. As expected, when the EIV bias is
corrected, betas have a significant positive relation with average stock returns,
regardless of the presence of firm size, book-to-market equity, and/or E/P in the
model, and the explanatory power of the idiosyncratic variables to average stock
returns decreases substantially. Remarkably, firm size is marginally significant in
explaining average stock returns when monthly returns are used, but insignificant
when quarterly returns are used. These results support market betas more strongly
than does Kim (1995). E/P is also insignificant when betas are included. However,
book-to-market
equity still has significant explanatory power to average stock
returns, even though the EIV bias is corrected.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes data and
discusses the selection bias in COMPUSTAT. Section III describes the EIV cor?
rection procedure. Section IV presents empirical results, and Section V concludes.

II.

The

A.

Data

Selection

Bias

in COMPUSTAT

All NYSE and AMEX firms listed on the CRSP monthly return file for at least
two years during the period July 1958 to December 1993 and for at least one month
after June 1963 were selected, and their stock return and firm size data (number
of shares outstanding times price per share) were used. A total of 5,597 firms was
thus obtained. In order to match return data with book value of common equity
data from 1963 to 1993, annual returns of year y on these firms are calculated
using monthly returns from July of year y through June of year y + 1 as long as
at least one month's return data are available. Excluding investment companies
(SIC codes of 6722, 6723, 6726), I find 74,000 firm-year return observations from
5,328 firms.4 The one-month Treasury bill returns are taken from Ibbotson (1994)
as the riskless returns.
Book value of common equity (or book equity) and earnings data are obtained
first from the COMPUSTAT Primary, Supplementary, Tertiary, Full Coverage, and
Research files (current and backdata in all files). I use the same definitions for
book equity and earnings as in Fama and French (1992). Book equity and earnings
were measured at the fiscal year-end in calendar year y ? 1, and market value of
common equity was measured at the end of December of year y - 1 and matched
with accounting data for book-to-market and earnings-price values. The market
value of common equity (or market equity) on June of year y was used to measure
firm size. The annual returns in year y of the firms on the CRSP were matched
with accounting ratios based on their latest CUSIP numbers (eight characters) on
the CRSP and the CUSIP numbers on COMPUSTAT (six characters of CNUM +
4When returndata are not needed to be matchedwith the accountingdata (for example, the CSR
estimationof returnson beta and firm size), these investmentcompanies are included. Then, 76,202
firm-yearreturnobservationsare available.
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the first two digits of CIC) as the matching key.5 Since most of the available book
equity observations also have earnings data available, I focus on matching return
data and book equity data to clarify the sample selection methodologies.
Among the 74,000 firm-year return observations on the CRSP, 58,745 are
matched with book equity data from COMPUSTAT and the remaining 15,255 are
missing on COMPUSTAT. Among these 15,255 missing data, 10,404 book equity
data were hand-collected
from Moody's (Industrial, Transportation, Utility, and
Bank) Manuals but the other 4,851 were still not recovered.6 Therefore, 79.4% of
all necessary book-to-market equity (B/V) data were obtained from COMPUSTAT,
and 14.0% were recovered from Moody's Manuals; 6.6% ofthe book-to-market
equity data are still missing.
The shortest matching gap between the stock return data and the accounting
data occurs when the fiscal year-end month is December.
In this case, the gap
spreads between six months and 18 months. The longest matching gap occurs
when the fiscal year-end month is January. The gap spreads between 17 months
and 29 months.7 Assuming that all accounting information is available to the
public six months after the fiscal year-end month, a matching gap greater than 18
months is unrealistic. In this case, the stock return data are being matched with
old accounting information, despite the fact that new accounting information for
the next fiscal year-end has already been released and made available. This kind
of unrealistic match could occur for all firms whose fiscal year-end month is not
December. To examine the effect of this unrealistic match, I matched stock return
data with the most recent accounting data, assuming that all accounting data are
available six months after the release. In this case, the matching gap for all firms
is between six months and 18 months. However, I have failed to find significantly
different results from the previous matching procedure. Therefore, I maintain the
previous matching procedure.
B.
1.

Examining

the Selection

Bias

Data Frequency of the Samples

across Firm Size

The whole period is divided into two subperiods: the first subperiod is from
July 1963 to June 1972 (equivalently, from 1962 to 1970 for the accounting data),
and the second subperiod is from July 1972 to December 1993 (equivalently, from
1971 to 1992 for the accounting data). The reason that the whole period (366
months or 31 years) is divided into the two subperiods (108 vs. 258 months or
5The reasons for discrepanciesin matching the CUSIPs of the CRSP and COMPUSTATfiles
discussed by Chan,Jegadeesh,andLakonishok(1995) are not consideredin this paper.As long as the
CUSIP numbersare different,I assume thatthey are differententities.
6Based on the company names obtainedfrom the CRSP,I trackdown the missing data by hand
in Moody's Manualsin a conservativemanner. If the trackingdown of name changes is infeasible
and book equity data in the financial statementsare incomplete or look suspicious mainly due to
bankruptcy,mergers,acquisitions,and reorganizations,I do not recoverthe missing data. In addition,
the accounting data of ADRs are not recovered from Moody's Manuals since they are recordedin
foreign currency.
7COMPUSTATstores datain the formercalendaryear cell when the fiscal year-endmonthis prior
to or equal to May, and in the lattercalendaryear cell when the fiscal year-endmonth is after May.
For example, if the fiscal year is April 1990-March 1991, dataare storedin the 1990 cell. If the fiscal
year is October 1990-September 1991, dataare storedin the 1991 cell.
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9 vs. 22 years) is that, in the early years, COMPUSTAT has much more missing
data than in the later years. Since it is uncertain which years and which companies
are contaminated by the COMPUSTAT practice of back-filling the missing data
and retroactively reporting financial statements, the extent of the contamination
could be determined by counting the missing data on COMPUSTAT for each year.
If COMPUSTAT has a large amount of missing data in a specific year, it could
be argued that COMPUSTAT did not expand its database in that year and, thus,
the data set in that year might be less contaminated.
The year-by-year missing
of
COMPUSTAT
is
not
in
this
percentage
reported
paper, since it is very similar
to that in Table 1 of Chan, Jegadeesh, and Lakonishok (1995), although they
use a different selection criteria for their firms. Instead, the statistics of the two
subperiods are reported in Table l.8
Table 1 presents the number of firm-year observations ofthe CRSP, COMPU?
STAT, and Moody's samples across 10 firm size portfolios over the two subperiods
in Panels A and B and over the whole period in Panel C. The break-points for
the size portfolios are based on the market equity values on June of year y of the
firms whose annual return data are available on the CRSP. By using the same
CRSP break-points, firms in each sample are assigned into one ofthe 10 size port?
folios according to their first available market equity value within the following
one-year period (from July of year y through June of year y + l).9 The number of
NYSE/AMEX
firm-annual returns on the CRSP in each portfolio is listed in Col?
umn 1, and the numbers of book-to-market data on COMPUSTAT and on Moody's
Manuals are also listed in Columns 2 and 4, respectively. Column 3 lists the num?
ber of firm years on the CRSP but not on COMPUSTAT (CRSP-COMPUSTAT),
Column 5 lists the combined number of book-to-market data from both COMPU?
STAT and Moody's Manuals (COMPUSTAT+Moody's),
and Column 6 indicates
the number of firm years on the CRSP but neither on COMPUSTAT nor on Moody's
Numbers in parentheses indicate the
Manuals (CRSP-COMPUSTAT-Moody's).
number of negative book equity values.
Table 1 also reports that COMPUSTAT has 46.0% missing B/V data in
the first subperiod but only 10.9% in the second subperiod.
Further, 62% (or
9,442 firm years) of the total missing observations on COMPUSTAT (15,255
Another remarkfirm years) are concentrated over the shorter first subperiod.
able difference between these two subperiods is the average annual returns of the
CRSP-COMPUSTAT
sample. The average returns ofthe sample are 18.93% in
the first subperiod and only 6.75% in the second subperiod. If COMPUSTAT ex?
panded its database indiscriminately over the years, the average returns ofthe two
subperiods should not differ this much because the average returns of the whole
CRSP sample in the two subperiods are very similar (15.87% vs. 15.52%). It could
be argued, based on these findings, that the COMPUSTAT data set of the second
subperiod is more seriously contaminated. The second subperiod, therefore, might
be more relevant to testing for the selection bias hypothesis by Kothari, Shanken,
and Sloan (1995) than the first subperiod. However, the first subperiod is also
8I arbitrarilychose 1970 as the cut-off year for the subperiodsbecause the missing percentage
drasticallydecreases after 1970. I also tried 1968 and 1969 as the cut-off year,but the results did not
change qualitatively.
9Thenumberof firmyearsin each portfolioofthe CRSPsampleis, therefore,not necessarilyequal.
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TABLE1
Numberof Firm-Year
Observationson the CRSP,COMPUSTAT,
and Moody'sSamplesfrom1963 to 1993

The break-pointsforthe size portfoliosare based on the marketequityvalues on June of year y of the
firmswhose annualreturns(using monthlyreturnsfromJulyof year y throughJune of year y+1 as long
as at least one monthlyreturnis available)are availableon CRSP.By using the CRSPbreak-points,firms
are assigned intoone of the 10 size portfoliosaccordingto theirfirstavailablemarketequityvaluewithin
the one-yearperiod. Portfolio1 (10) representsthe smallest(largest)size portfolio.Column(1) indicates
firm-annualreturnson CRSP.Columns(2) and (4) indicatethe number
the totalnumberof NYSE-AMEX
of firm-yearobservationswhose book equitydata on December at the fiscal year-end in calendaryear
and Moody'sManuals,respectively. Column(3) indicates the
y - 1 are available on COMPUSTAT
Column
numberof firm-yearobservationson CRSP but not on COMPUSTAT
(CRSP-COMPUSTAT).
and Moody's
data fromboth COMPUSTAT
(5) representsthe total numberof availablebook-to-market
Manuals,and Column(6) indicatesthe numberof unrecovereddata (CRSP-COMPUSTAT-Moody's).
Numbersin parentheses indicatethe numberof firmswhose book equityvalues are negative.
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relevant in investigating the true relationship between stock returns and book-tomarket, since this period is also contaminated by another type of selection bias.
The selection bias in the first subperiod occurred because COMPUSTAT simply
did not include a substantial portion of data, especially the data for small firms.
Therefore, the selection bias in the second subperiod occurred from the practice
of back-filling the missing data and of retroactively reporting financial statements,
while the selection bias in the first subperiod occurred because much ofthe relevant
data are simply not included and, thus, the sample size is small.
As Kothari, Shanken, and Sloan (1995) conjecture, the missing data problem
on COMPUSTAT is more severe for smaller firms in both subperiods and in the
whole period. For example, in the whole period, the smallest portfolio has 27.9%
missing data, while the largest portfolio has 10.6% missing data. I find a monotone
pattern of the missing data with firm size: the smaller the firm size, the more the
missing B/V data. In the first subperiod, almost 80% ofthe missing data is recov?
ered from Moody's Manuals, while in the second subperiod, approximately 50% is
recovered. Overall, 68.2% ofthe missing data on COMPUSTAT is recovered from
accounts
Moody's Manuals, and the combined sample (COMPUSTAT+Moody's)
for 93.4% of the CRSP data. More than 90% of the B/V data are available in any
size portfolio of the combined sample in the whole period. In particular, 92% of
the CRSP return data are matched with book equity data in the smallest portfolio.
The fact that most small firms' B/V data are available is important in examining
the selection bias issue, since this issue is more relevant to small firms. The unrecovered B/V data account for 6.6% of the CRSP data. Although the pattern of
the unrecovered data is not monotone
more missing book equity data.
2.

Tests for the Selection

over firm size, relatively smaller firms have

Bias Hypothesis

According to the selection bias hypothesis of Kothari, Shanken, and Sloan
should have
(1995), the missing data on COMPUSTAT, CRSP-COMPUSTAT,
higher book-to-market and lower average return than the COMPUSTAT sample
because firms having higher book-to-market but lower returns are less likely to
be included in COMPUSTAT.
Thus, the collected Moody's sample should have
higher book-to-market and lower return since Moody's sample represents a large
sample. In addition, the Moody's sample
portion of the CRSP-COMPUSTAT
should have more frequently negative earnings since firms with consistently poor
earnings are also less likely to be included when the COMPUSTAT database was
expanded.
In order to test the selection bias hypothesis, I formed 10 equally-weighted
decile size (B/V) portfolios by ranking the firms in each of the COMPUSTAT,
samples according to their
Moody's, and combined (COMPUSTAT+Moody's)
market equity value in June of year y (book-to-market equity value in December
of the fiscal year-end in calendar year y ? 1). Rankings are performed separately
in each sample and in each period. If firms have a negative book equity value in a
specific year, those firms are excluded in forming the size and B/V portfolios for
that year and are assigned into B/V portfolio ? 1.
After constructing the portfolios, I calculated the time-series averages of
monthly returns (in percent), beta, firm size (in million dollars), B/V, E/P(+), and
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E/P dummy for each of the portfolios.10
E/P(+) is defined as earnings divided
by market equity if earnings are positive and zero otherwise, and E/P dummy
is 1 if earnings are negative and 0 otherwise. Betas are estimated by regressing
a portfolio's equally-weighted
monthly time-series returns on the CRSP equallyweighted monthly market returns. The grand averages (the total sum ofthe variable
divided by the total number of observations) are computed for each variable except
for the beta variable. The grand average ofthe beta variable is the simple average
ofthe beta estimates for the 10 portfolios. Table 2 presents the descriptive statistics
of these variables from the COMPUSTAT, Moody's, and combined samples over
the two subperiods (in Panels A and B, respectively) and the whole period (in
Panel C). Table 3 also presents the time-series average monthly returns and betas
of each of the decile size portfolios of the CRSP and the two missing samples:
CRSP-COMPUSTAT
and CRSP-COMPUSTAT-Moody's.
These portfolios
are formed using the same method as the COMPUSTAT and Moody's samples.
In the first subperiod (the pre-1970 period) of Panel A of Table 2, I find
that the Moody's sample has greater average return and beta, smaller firm size,
a little higher B/V value, and more frequent negative earnings (measured by the
E/P dummy variable) than does the COMPUSTAT sample (Panel A of Table 2).
The average return and beta of the COMPUSTAT sample are even lower than
the CRSP and CRSP-COMPUSTAT
samples (Table 3). These results are not
consistent with the expectations from the selection bias hypothesis. Nonetheless,
the results ofthe first subperiod are not necessarily interpreted as evidence against
the COMPUSTAT selection bias hypothesis since the back-filling-in procedure
was not common.
As mentioned in the preceding section, in the early years,
COMPUSTAT omitted a substantial portion ofthe NYSE/AMEX data. The results
of the first subperiod, therefore, indicate that COMPUSTAT did not simply cover
firms in the early years that usually have high returns.
many small NYSE/AMEX
The reason that the Moody's sample in this subperiod has greater return than the
COMPUSTAT's is simply that it includes many small firms.
One piece of evidence that COMPUSTAT did not knowingly include finan?
cially troubled firms in expanding its database, is in Panel B of Table 2. In the
second subperiod, the Moody's sample has more frequent negative earnings and
smaller firm size relative to the COMPUSTAT sample than in the first subperiod.
The firm size of the Moody's sample in the second subperiod is only about onefifth of that of the COMPUSTAT sample, while in the first subperiod it is almost
half. The average E/P dummy value of the Moody's sample is 0.24 in the second
subperiod, indicating that 24% of all earnings reports are negative, while it is only
0.10 in the first subperiod. It could be argued, therefore, that much smaller firms
having more frequent negative earnings and greater book-to-market values are not
included in COMPUSTAT in the second subperiod (the post-1970 period).
In the second subperiod of Panel B of Tables 2 and 3, the COMPUSTAT
sample has the higher monthly returns (1.36%) and lower risk (/3 = 1.00) than the
10Famaand French define earningsas income before extraordinaryitems plus income-statement
deferredtaxes minus preferreddividends. However,this definitioncannot be used on the Moody's
sample because the income statementon Moody's Manualshas only a "net earnings"item for most
firms. Therefore,for earnings data obtainedfrom Moody's Manuals, "net earnings"is used instead
of using the Fama and Frenchdefinition. Nonetheless, use of two differentdefinitionsof earningsfor
computingearningsprice ratio does not make any significantdifferencein the cross-sectionalspread.
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onnextpage)
(continued
CRSP-COMPUSTAT
sample (0.69% and 1.07, respectively). More importantly,
the Moody's sample has much greater book-to-market value (2.01) and lower return
(0.83% per month) than the COMPUSTAT sample (1.30 and 1.36% per month).
This evidence is quite consistent with the selection bias hypothesis. Although the
Moody's sample represents approximately half of the missing data on COMPU?
STAT in the second subperiod (2,889 among 5,813 firm years), these results appear
to be quite robust since the return and risk structure of the still-missing sample,
is similar to that ofthe CRSP-COMPUSTAT
CRSP-COMPUSTAT-Moody's,
the
In
Table
addition,
(grand) average monthly returns ofthe three
3).
sample (see
and Moody's,
CRSP-COMPUSTAT-Moody's,
CRSP-COMPUSTAT,
samples,
It would
are not noticeably different (0.69%, 0.57%, and 0.83%, respectively).
be hard, therefore, to overturn the results of the second subperiod supporting the
selection bias hypothesis even if the still-missing book equity data were all recov-

onnextpage)
(continued
ered. Nevertheless, the evidence consistent with the selection bias hypothesis has
minimal impact when the COMPUSTAT and Moody's samples are aggregated.
Since the COMPUSTAT sample dominates the Moody's sample (47,672 vs. 2,889
observations), the aggregated results of the COMPUSTAT+Moody's
sample are
not significantly different from the results of the COMPUSTAT sample only.
In the whole period statistics in Panel C of Table 2, the Moody's sample has
higher return and slightly higher book-to-market values than the COMPUSTAT
sample (1.48% vs. 1.30% and 1.28 vs. 1.22, respectively), which does not support
The characteristics of the combined sample over
the selection bias hypothesis.
the whole period are quite similar to those of the COMPUSTAT sample alone.
More importantly, in testing the impact of selection bias on the cross-sectional
relation between average returns and book-to-market, a similar monotone positive
relationship between the two variables is maintained even after the Moody's sample
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TABLE
2 (continued)
ofPortfolios:
andMoody's
Time-Series
oftheCharacteristics
theCOMPUSTAT
Samplesfrom1963to 1993
Averages

1 represents
the
ineachsampleandineachperiod.Size(B/V)portfolio
forportfolios
areseparately
performed
Rankings
thelargestmarket
10 represents
andportfolio
smallestmarket
equity(orbook-to-market
equity),
equity(book-to-market
withnegative
firmswithnegative
-1 contains
B/Vvalueareexcludedincalculating
B/Vvalue.Firms
equity).B/Vportfolio
is 0. If
to market
theaveragevalues.Ifearningsarepositive,
equityandE/Pdummy
E(+)/Pis theratiooftotalearnings
is 1.
earningsarenegative,E(+)/Pis 0 andE/Pdummy
and
the
inthe grandaveragesbetweentheCOMPUSTAT
forthe difference
aThisindicatesf-statistic
Moody's
sample
sampleineachvariable.
is added. These results are verified by Chan, Jegadeesh, and Lakonishok (1995),
even though they test the selection bias hypothesis using a small portion of the
domestic
missing data. They collected the missing data of the NYSE/AMEX
the
In
to
overcome
order
market
in
the
20%
firms
capitalization.
by
top
primary
selection bias, however, we should focus on small firms rather than large firms since
small firms may be more contaminated by the practice of back-filling missing data.
Notice from Table 1 that the collected data of the 20% largest firms account for
only 1.5% ofthe

total collected

Moody's

sample.
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TABLE
3
and
MonthlyAverageReturnsand Betas of Size Portfolios:the CRSP,CRSP-COMPUSTAT,
CRSP-COMPUSTAT-Moody's
Samples

3.

The CRSP-COMPUSTAT-Moody's

Sample:

Unrecovered

Data

It might be argued that the return and risk structure of the (uncollected)
CRSP-COMPUSTAT-Moody's
sample could be systematically different from
that of the Moody's (collected) sample so that the previous results of Table 2
might be significantly affected if these still-missing data were all collected. How?
ever, according to Table 3, this does not seem to be the case. The betas of the
CRSP?COMPUSTAT?Moody's
sample have a roughly decreasing pattern over
firm size in each period. This pattern is similar to the CRSP-COMPUSTAT
sam?
In
has
lower
the
first
the
CRSP-COMPUSTAT-Moody's
ple.
subperiod,
sample
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returns than the Moody's or CRSP-COMPUSTAT
sample, and it has a different
cross-sectional
spread of returns across firm size. It could be argued, therefore,
that, in this period, only firms having relatively higher returns might be collected
from Moody's Manuals, and so the Moody's sample could be biased and have dif?
ferent book-to-market values. However, since the Moody's sample accounts for
almost 80% of the total missing data, the current cross-sectional relation between
average returns and book-to-market values may be barely changed even if all the
still missing CRSP-COMPUSTAT-Moody's
data were recovered.
Unlike the first subperiod, the second subperiod, which is more important to
the inferences for the selection bias hypothesis, has a similar return profile and
risk structure in the CRSP-COMPUSTAT
and CRSP-COMPUSTAT-Moody's
It could be hard to argue, therefore, that the Moody's sample in this
samples.
period is biased and that the characteristics ofthe uncollected book-to-market data
and the Moody's data are significantly different. Overall, the uncollected sample
accounts for only 6.6% of the whole CRSP sample or 7.0% of all available data
Even if the still-missing data are recovered and added
(COMPUSTAT+Moody's).
to the existing sample, it would not be expected that the overall results of Table 2
are changed.
C.

Summary

The selection bias hypothesis on COMPUSTAT of Kothari, Shanken, and
Sloan (1995) is supported in the post-1970 period when the practice of backthe overall results are not signifi?
filling data was more common. Nonetheless,
cantly changed when the Moody's sample representing almost all of the missing
data on COMPUSTAT is aggregated with the COMPUSTAT sample. The crosssectional relations among average returns, betas, firm size, and book-to-market
in the COMPUSTAT sample only are still quite similarly maintained even af?
ter the recovered missing data are added. It could be argued, therefore, that the
COMPUSTAT selection bias is not so severe that the monotone positive relation?
ship between average returns and book-to-market is significantly affected. These
arguments are confirmed in the CSR tests reported in Section IV
III.

Risk

Premia

Estimation

Errors-in-Variables
A.

A Cross-Sectional

and

a Correction

for the

Problem
Regression

Model

In order to estimate risk premia, I use the two-pass methodology of Fama and
MacBeth (1973). For each month, t, from July 1963 to December 1993,1 estimate
the CSR coefficient rt = (70*, 71*, r2t) of the following model,
(i)

Rt

=

-fot + Pmt + 'Bt-ir2t

+ et,

where Rt = (R\t9..., Rm)' is the (Af x 1) vector of returns in excess of the riskless
return (N is the number of assets) for a time period, (3t = (fi\t,...,
f3m)f is the true
market beta vector, Bt-\ (N x K) is a set of A' idiosyncratic explanatory variables
measured without error at time t ? 1, and et = (e\t,...,
eNt)' is the idiosyncratic error
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vector with mean vector 0 and covariance matrix Ee. I assume that the idiosyncratic
error terms are intertemporally homoskedastic.11
Since the true market beta, pt,
is unobservable, I substitute for pt its estimate, /3t-\- This estimate is obtained
from the OLS time-series regression (i.e., the market model) using observations
available up to t ? 1. For the month-by-month CSR estimation, available monthly
return observations for at least two of the previous five years are used, and for
the quarter-by-quarter CSR estimation, available quarterly return observations for
at least three of the previous 15 years (60 quarterly observations) are used. In
this study, I include the following idiosyncratic explanatory variables: firm size
(in logarithm), book-to-market (in logarithm), E/P(+), and E/P dummy. These
idiosyncratic explanatory variables are matched with the returns for July of year y
to June of year y + 1.
The sample means ofthe resulting time-series of estimated coefficients, %,
%, and r2t, are used as the ultimate estimates of risk premia, 70, 71, and r2,
The sample variances of those time-series estimates are used to
respectively.
calculate the standard errors of the final estimates. The time-series sample mean
of 7if> 7i? is used for testing whether the price of beta risk (71) is positive and
significantly different from zero. The time-series sample mean of f2t, f2, is used
for testing whether the idiosyncratic variables are priced. The CAPM implies that
70 and r2 should be zero.
B.

A Correction
Estimation

for the Errors-in-Variables

Problem

in the CSR

In the CSR model of equation (1), the beta variable is measured with error,
because the beta variable estimated by the least squares (LS), pt-\, is used as an
explanatory variable instead of the true beta. Meanwhile, the other explanatory
variables are assumed to be measured without error. The traditional least squares
CSR estimation is 7-consistent (consistent as long as the time-series sample size in
estimating betas, T, is large) but not N-consistent (biased when the cross-sectional
sample size, N, becomes large for fixed T). Therefore, when the traditional least
squares estimation is employed to estimate risk premia, the EIV problem is inevitable since T is usually fixed because ofthe nonstationarity of betas. In order to
correct the EIV bias ofthe traditional least squares estimator for risk premia under
the condition that T is fixed, an N-consistent estimation is crucial. This paper
employs Kim's (1995) N-consistent estimation method, and assumes that the beta
estimation period is not necessarily the same across assets, while Kim assumes
that the beta estimation period is the same for all assets, for instance, five years.
The assumption of different beta estimation periods is more appropriate for the
CSR estimation using individual assets, because the time periods for which return
observations are available are different across assets.12
nMiller and Scholes (1972), Brown(1977), Belkaoui(1977), Bey andPinches(1980), andBaroneAdesi and Talwar(1983) reportsome evidence of intertemporalheteroskedasticityofthe idiosyncratic
error terms. However, Kim (1995) reports that the ElV-correctedestimation results for risk pre?
mia with the assumptionof homoskedasticityare similar to those obtainedwith the assumptionof
heteroskedasticity.
12Whenthe CSR estimationis performedfor portfolioswhose compositionchanges over time, the
assumptionof the same beta estimationperiodcan be maintained.
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between the true betas and the estimated betas is

The relationship

Pt-i

(2)

=

A + 6-i,

where ?,_i = (?i*-i?...
,?m-i)' is the measurement error vector ofthe estimated
betas with mean vector 0 and covariance matrix ?%. The measurement error of
asset Vs estimated beta is represented with past idiosyncratic errors prior to each
CSR,

(3)

=

?/f-l

2_^ ?is (Rms
ses1

-

Rm) / \^ (Rms
I s?Sl

~

Rm) >

where Sl indicates an information set containing return observations used to esti?
mate $it-i up to t ? 1, Rms is the market portfolio return at time s (< t), and Rm is
the sample mean of Rms. The set of return observations, 5', is not necessarily the
same across assets.
Since the predictive beta (J3t-\) in the two-pass methodology is used, one
can maintain from equation (3) that, conditional on the market return, the idiosyn?
cratic error term, eit, and the measurement error term, &,_i, are independent, i.e.,
E(ct?t-i\Rm) = Ee? = 0. Moreover, based on equation (3), one can obtain addi?
tional information about the relationship between the idiosyncratic error variance
and the measurement error variance, which is necessary to obtain the maximum
likelihood estimate (MLE) of ? = (70*, 71*, T2t, (3t). That is, conditional on the mar?
ket return, the ratio ofthe idiosyncratic error variance, var(e;,), to the measurement
error variance, var(?;,_i),
(4)

6it

=

of an asset 1(1=
var(e*)/var(6-i)

1,...,
=

AO equals
^(flm,
ses1

- *w)2.

Since the number of return observations available for estimating betas can be dif?
ferent across assets, the ratio Sit is not necessarily the same for all assets. If all
assets have the same beta estimation period (five years), then 6it = 6t = To^ for
all assets, as long as the disturbance terms of the market model (et) are intertem?
where T is the sample size used to estimate betas in the
porally homoskedastic,
market model and &m is the sample variance obtained by using T market return
observations.13
To obtain the N-consistent MLE ofthe risk premia conditional on Sit, I min?
imize the quadratic function (or maximize the likelihood function), L = rjftf2~lrjt,
with respect to f3t, jot, 7i*? and r2t, where fi is the covariance matrix of r\t I substitute forjyo, its MLE, % = R - 0^u - BF2t in the likelihood
(e??,_i).
function L, where R and fi are the cross-sectional
weighted averages of the vari?
ables Rt and /3t-\, respectively, and B is also the (1 x K) cross-sectional weighted
13Wlienthe disturbancetermofthe marketmodel is conditionalheteroskedastic,the ratio6^ is also
differentacross assets, even thoughthe beta estimationperiodis the same for all assets.
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average vector ofthe variable Bt-\.14
to 71,, and F2t to zero; that is,

Then I set the derivatives
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of L with respect

r\ j
=

(5)
^

=
(6)

=
^

^,D(^

+ d)~14"1A-i+7u6VZ)(7iVn

+ ^)"2A"1^

0
^DW^+D)"1^"1^-i

=

o,

where e, = R* - #*_l7l, - B*_xr2t, and D = diag(?i? 62t,..., SNt). Rf, /3?_x, and
B*_x are the weighted mean-adjusted values ofthe corresponding variables.15 In
the case that the ratios 8it are the same for all assets, Kim (1995) provides the closed
form MLE of the gammas from equations (5) and (6). However, since the ratios
are not the same in this paper, the MLEs, %, and f2t, are obtained by solving the
nonlinear equations (5) and (6).
According to the shape of the idiosyncratic error variance Ee, one obtains
the GLS, weighted least squares (WLS), or OLS version ofthe MLE. Kim (1995)
justifies the use of WLS version estimates, especially when individual assets are
used. Therefore, the CSR coefficients will be estimated using the WLS version of
the MLE and the traditional WLS estimation throughout the paper.
IV.
A.
1.

Empirical
Explanatory

Results
Power of Market Betas

and Firm Size

Estimation Results

Table 4 presents the estimation results for the intercept, 70, the price of beta
risk, 71, and the coefficient associated with firm size, 72, during the period of July
1963 to December 1993 using monthly returns (Panel A) and quarterly returns
(Panel B). Regardless of the availability of the B/V and E/P data, all 5,597 in?
dividual firms (including investment companies) are used whose return data are
available for at least 24 months up to 60 months (12 quarters up to 60 quarters) for
the month-by-month
(quarter-by-quarter) CSR estimation. In fact, use of at least
24 months up to 60 months return observations is the most popular ad hoc choice
in estimating betas for testing asset pricing models. In order to examine differ?
ent aspects of statistical significance of the explanatory power of the variables, I
also report the time-series averages ofthe adjusted R2s and a coefficient of partial
determination of each explanatory variable. The coefficient of partial determina?
tion measures the marginal contribution of one explanatory variable in reducing
the variation of the dependent variable, when all other explanatory variables are
already included in the model.
After correcting the EIV problem, the estimate of the price of beta risk, ^x,
is 0.935% per month, with a f-statistic of 2.40. This estimate indicates that betas
have economically and statistically significant explanatory power for average stock
14Thecross-sectionalweighted averageof a variablex is x - ^ .=1J^ .=1w^-jt;/ J^ =1J^ =1Wy,
J
J~
where wy is the (i,/)-th element of E~l.
15Theweighted mean-adjustedvalue of a variablex is x* - x ? x.
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TABLE
4
Time-SeriesAverages(in Percent)of the CSR CoefficientEstimatesUsingAllIndividual
Stocks:
July1963 to December1993

The CSR coefficients are estimated by using all individualstocks traded on the NYSEand AMEX,
regardlessof the availabilityof the book equityand earningsdata. Numbersin parenthesesrepresenttstatistics,and numbersin bracketsrepresentthe coefficientof partialdetermination.Betas of individual
stocks for month r are estimated with the equal-weightedCRSPmarketreturnsby using at least 24
monthly(12 quarterly)returnsof the previousfive years (15 years) up to month(quarter)r- 1 for the
CSRestimation.
(quarter-by-quarter)
month-by-month
returns. Important to the validity ofthe CAPM, the estimate ofthe intercept, j0, is
?0.011% per month, with f-statistic of ?0.06, which is not significant. However,
without correcting the EIV problem, one could be misled into rejecting the CAPM;
-LS
that is, the traditional least squares estimate ofthe price of beta risk, jx , is 0.379%
per month, with f-statistic of 1.51, and the estimate ofthe intercept is 0.428% per
month, with f-statistic of 2.97.
When the size variable is included in the model, the ElV-corrected estimate
of the price of beta risk is still significant; 0.818% per month, with a f-statistic of
2.02. More impressively, the estimate of the coefficient associated with firm size,
%, is barely statistically significant at the traditional significance level; ?0.058%
The marginal contribution of the beta
per month, with a f-statistic of ?1.55.
variable to explain the cross-sectional behavior of stock returns (measured by the
coefficient of partial determination) is 5.24%, while that ofthe size variable is only
1.50%. This indicates that market betas make almost 3.5 times greater marginal
contribution in explaining stock returns than firm size does. Without correcting
the EIV problem, one could be again misled into rejecting betas and supporting
firm size. That is, the traditional least squares estimate of the price of beta risk is
0.203% per month, with f-statistic of 0.86, and the estimate of the coefficient on
the firm size variable is ?0.101% per month, with a f-statistic of ?2.70.
For the quarter-by-quarter CSR estimation, the equal-weighted sample means
of all individual stocks' buy-and-hold returns are used as the market portfolio
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proxy as in Handa, Kothari, and Wasley (1989).16 The statistical significance of
the estimation results is similar to the results using monthly returns except for
the case of firm size. The statistical significance of the estimate of the coefficient
associated with firm size decreases. When the EIV bias is corrected, the estimate
of the coefficient on the firm size variable, y2, is no longer significant at any
traditional significance level; that is, ?0.152% per quarter, with a f-statistic of
-1.22.17
The above results show that firm size is sensitive to the return measurement
intervals. The reasons are twofold; the first is that the estimate of the systematic
risk is sensitive to the choice ofthe return measurement intervals (see Levhari and
Levy (1977), Handa, Kothari, and Wasley (1989), (1993), and Kothari, Shanken,
and Sloan (1995)), and the second is that the buy-and-hold returns on small firms
are smoothed out as the investment horizon becomes longer. Since small firms are
more likely to have big swings in returns (i.e., large positive returns and subsequent
large negative returns or vice versa) than are large firms, the buy-and-hold mean re?
turns (or geometric mean returns) on small firms would drastically decrease, while
the buy-and-hold mean returns on large firms would remain relatively unchanged,
as the investment horizon becomes longer. Figure 1 shows the cross-sectional
spread ofthe buy-and-hold monthly mean returns across firm size when the length
of holding period (or investment horizon) is monthly, quarterly, semi-annual, and
annual, respectively. As the holding period increases, the difference between the
buy-and-hold monthly mean returns on the smallest and on the largest decile size
portfolios decreases.18 For example, the buy-and-hold monthly mean return on
the smallest portfolio decreases from 2.11% to 1.39% when the holding period
increases from one month to one year, while that ofthe largest portfolio decreases
only from 0.95% to 0.84%. Therefore, as the return measurement interval in?
creases, the cross-sectional
spread of betas increases, while the cross-sectional
spread of buy-and-hold mean returns decreases. This induces the greater explana?
tory power of betas for average stock returns and reduces the explanatory power
firm size variable.
The results in this paper are more supportive ofthe CAPM than those found in
Kim (1995). In particular, the effect of firm size is much weaker in this paper. The
main reason for the weaker effect is that the tests are performed under the different
testing environments. The testing period is similar (July 1963 to December 1990
vs. July 1963 to December 1993). However, Kim uses non-financial firms only,
while this paper uses all firms. Moreover, different firm selection criteria for the
CSR tests are applied. In Kim (1995), firms having at least 60 monthly return

ofthe

16Thecompoundingofthe CRSP monthlymarketreturnsfor investmenthorizonslonger than one
month would violate the buy-and-holdstrategy(see Roll (1983) and Blume and Stambaugh(1983)).
171find that when monthly returns are used, the estimate of the coefficient on the firm size
variable is sometimes slightly significant according to the sample used. For example, when only
CRSP/COMPUSTATfirms are used, it is -0.061% per month, with a f-statisticof -1.67, which is
significant at the 10% significance level. Using quarterlyreturnsand correctingthe EIV problem,
however,the estimate of 72 is never significantfor any sets of the sample considered.
18The decile size
portfolios are formed as in Table 1. The buy-and-holdmonthly mean returnis
computedas Rp(h) = (1/7) J^=i [(1 +Rpt(h))l/h 1] for portfolio/?andinvestmenthorizonh, where
returnsfor h monthson individualstocks in
ofthe
is
the
buy-and-hold
equal-weightedaverage
RptQi)
the portfolio.
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FIGURE 1
Buy-and-Hold Monthly Mean Returns
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observations are included and their betas are estimated using the same 60 months
for all assets, while, in this paper, firms having at least 24 monthly return observa?
tions are included and their betas are estimated using at least 24 available up to 60
months return observations. These selection criteria increase the CSR sample size
(AT)(1,407 vs. 2,077, on average) and decrease the beta estimation period (T) (60
months vs. 54.19 months, on average) in this paper. In particular, as Kim points
out, the EIV correction is negatively sensitive to the ratio 6it or, equivalently, to
7\19 In other words, the magnitude of the EIV correction increases as T decreases.
Thus, the magnitude of the EIV correction in this paper is slightly greater than in
Kim.
2.

Residual Returns

Residual returns would be a good diagnostic check for the CSR tests. Table
5 shows the time-series averages of the raw returns and ElV-corrected and uncorrected average residual returns on each of 20 vitile size portfolios. The residual
returns on individual firms are first obtained from iit = Rit - % - %(3it-\ by es?
timating the CSR model with the beta variable alone using monthly and quarterly
returns through the MLE and the WLS estimation. Then, the residual returns are
assigned into one ofthe vitile portfolios according to their market equity values in
June of each year. The equal-weighted
residual returns and time-series averages
on the portfolios (ii) are calculated.
19TheEIV correctionmethods of Litzenbergerand Ramaswamy(1979) and Shanken(1992) are
also negatively sensitive to the presumedbeta estimationperiod, T.

The residual returnsestimated by the ElV-correctedMLEand the uncorrectedWLSestimationare
assigned intoone of the 20 size portfoliosaccordingto theirmarketequityvalues in June of each year.
The equal-weightedresidualreturnson the portfoliosare calculated. Numbersin parentheses indicate
f-valuesof the average residualreturns."P1-P20"indicatesthe differencebetweenthe average returns
on the smallest portfolio(Portfolio1) and on the largest portfolio(Portfolio20). The HotellingT* p-val
is the j^valueforthe jointhypotheses that P1-P2, P2-P3.P19-P20
are all zeros.
aThisdifferenceis significantat the 1% level.
When monthly returns are used, it is hard to argue that firm size disappears
even after the EIV bias is corrected, since the ElV-corrected average residual return
on the smallest portfolio (Pl) is still significantly different from that on the largest
portfolio (P20) and the Hotelling T2 test (see also Chan, Chen, and Hsieh (1985))
rejects the joint null hypotheses that the differences in the average residual returns
between Pl and P2, P2 and P3,...,
P19 and P20 are all zero. This evidence is not
inconsistent with the results of Table 4 where the coefficient on the size variable is
marginally statistically significant. Nevertheless, the ElV-corrected average resid?
ual returns are almost flat across firm size except for the smallest portfolio, while
the uncorrected average residual returns still have a roughly monotone negative
relationship with firm size.
However, when quarterly returns are used, the ElV-corrected residual returns
show that firm size is much weakened.
Although the quarterly residual return
on the smallest portfolio is higher than on the largest portfolio, the difference in
the average residual returns between Pl and P20 is statistically insignificant; its
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f-statistic is 1.27. Furthermore, the rejection rates of all possible pairwise f tests for
the null hypothesis that the difference between average residual returns on any two
portfolios are zero are only 6.8% and 1.6% at the 5% and 1% significance levels,
respectively, which are slightly greater than the nominal significance levels. The
Hotelling T2 test also does not reject the joint null hypotheses; its p-value is 0.123.
B.
1.

Book-to-Market

Equity and Earnings-Price

Ratios

Estimation Results

Table 6 presents the results of the CSR model when the accounting variables,
B/V and E/P, are added to the previous model using monthly (in Panel A) and
quarterly (in Panel B) returns on all individual firms ofthe CRSP, COMPUSTAT,
and Moody's Manuals whose book-to-market equity and earnings-price ratio data
are available.20 With the correction ofthe EIV bias, betas still have economieally
and statistically significant explanatory power, although the firm size, B/V, and
E/P variables are included in the model. When the firm size and B/V variables
are included in the model, the estimate of the price of beta risk is 0.875%, with
f-statistic of 2.10, for monthly CSR, and 2.952%, with f-statistic of 2.01, for
quarterly CSR. Moreover, the marginal contribution ofthe beta variable to explain
stock returns is dominant over that of other explanatory variables. In the monthly
(quarterly) CSR estimation, the coefficients of partial determination of the beta,
firm size, and B/V variables are 4.71, 1.27, and 0.43% (5.54, 1.41, and 0.57%),
respectively.
The positive earnings-price (E(+)/P) variable shows a slightly significant ex?
planatory role to average stock returns when monthly returns are used. However,
when quarterly returns are used, the average coefficient on the E(+)/P variable is
insignificant, whether or not the EIV bias is corrected. Fama and French (1992)
report that when book-to-market equity is included in the model, the average coef?
ficient on the earnings-price variables is insignificant due to the positive correlation
between the E/P and B/V variables. Without book-to-market equity in the model,
the explanatory power ofthe E/P variables becomes statistically insignificant when
the beta variable is included in the model and quarterly returns are used.
Unlike firm size and earnings-price, book-to-market equity still has signif?
icant explanatory power for average stock returns, even though the EIV bias is
corrected. When the beta and B/V variables are included in the model, the EIVcorrected average coefficients on the B/V variable are 0.197% per month, with a
20Apartfrom the issue of the EIV problem, when ratio-typevariablessuch as B/V and E/P are
included in the model, the CSR estimation using individual stocks ratherthan portfolios is more
appropriateas it avoids an aggregationproblem. For example, aggregatingbook-to-marketequity
ratiosof individualfirmsinto portfolios,we have to decide a propermeasureof book-to-marketequity
for portfolios. A possible proxy is either the average of book-to-marketequity ratios of individual
firms in the portfolio or the ratio of the total aggregatedbook equity to the total aggregatedmarket
equity of all individualfirms in the portfolio. It is hard to say which proxy has a better economic
justification. In orderto avoid this aggregationproblemand reducethe effects of measurementerrors
of beta estimates,FamaandFrench(1992) use the "allocation-/?"procedurein which the post-ranking
beta of a portfolio is allocated to each stock containedin the portfolio, and individualstock's returns
are then cross-sectionally regressed on the allocated betas. Davis (1994) and Breen and Korajczyk
(1994) also use this allocation-/?procedure. However,simulationresults show that the allocation-/?
proceduredoes not alleviatethe EIV bias at all, andthe amountofthe bias is quite similarto the regular
least squaresestimationusing the portfolios. The simulationresults are availableupon request.
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TABLE
6
Time-Series
oftheCSRCoefficient
Estimates
forMarket
(inPercent)
Averages
andE/P
Beta,Book-to-Market
Equity,
FirmsonCRSP,
andMoody's
Manuals:
1993
UsingAllIndividual
COMPUSTAT,
July1963toDecember

TheCSRcoefficients
areestimated
stocksobtained
fromtheCRSP,COMPUSTAT,
andMoody's
by usingallindividual
Manuals.Numbers
in parentheses
andnumbers
in bracketsrepresent
the coefficient
of partial
f-statistics,
represent
determination.
f-statistic of 3.52, using monthly returns, and 0.633% per quarter, with a f-statistic
of 3.23, using quarterly returns. These results show that book-to-market is robust
to the EIV-correction and the return measurement intervals whose effects have
been remarkable on firm size. The reason that book-to-market is robust to the EIV
correction is partly because the correlation between the beta variable and the B/V
variable is weaker than the correlation between the beta variable and the firm size
variable.21 Notice that Kim (1995) shows that the EIV correction effect on an
idiosyncratic variable is greater when the beta variable is more closely correlated
with the idiosyncratic variable.22
21The time-series
averageofthe correlationcoefficient between the beta and firm size variablesis
-0.338 (the largestis ?0.564, andthe smallestis ?0.049), andthatbetweenthe beta andB/V variables
is -0.020 (the largestis 0.471, and the smallest is -0.348).
22Davis(1994) examines the relationshipbetweenbook-to-marketequityand stock returnsover the
pre-COMPUSTATperiodfrom July 1940 to June 1963 in which COMPUSTATdataare not available.
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The Effect of the Selection

Bias in COMPUSTAT on the CSR Estimation

To further investigate the impact of the selection bias in COMPUSTAT on
book-to-market, the monthly CSR models are reestimated using the COMPUSTAT
sample and the COMPUSTAT+Moody's
sample by dividing the whole period into
the two subperiods as in Section II. The CSR estimation results in Table 7 confirm
the preliminary results in Section II. As argued in the previous section, since
COMPUSTAT did not cover a substantial portion of small firms in the early years
and the collected Moody's sample represents the missing data, the Moody's sample
would have greater returns and higher B/V values than the COMPUSTAT sample.
Therefore, if the Moody's sample were added, firm size and book-to-market would
be expected to be strengthened. Panel A of Table 7 shows that the results over the
first subperiod from July 1963 to June 1972 are consistent with the expectation
and with the preliminary investigation in the previous section.
TABLE7
Time-SeriesAverages(in Percent)of the MonthlyCSR CoefficientEstimatesforMarketBeta,
and
Firmsfromthe COMPUSTAT
Book-to-Market
Equity,and FirmSize UsingIndividual
Samples
COMPUSTAT+Moody's

Numbersin parentheses representf-statistics.
The second subperiod from July 1972 to December 1993 is a more interesting
period for examining the selection bias hypothesis of Kothari, Shanken, and Sloan
(1995) since the COMPUSTAT data set would be more seriously contaminated by
He randomlycollects necessary B/V data of 100 individualfirms from Moody's IndustryManualto
constructa selection bias-free data set. He finds that book-to-marketis significantin this period in
explainingaveragestock returns.Withcorrectingfor the EIV bias, however,I findthatbook-to-market
is not significant over this period when the beta variableis included in the model. I am grateful to
James Davis for allowing use of his data set.
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the practice of back-filling missing data in this period. Since the Moody's sample
would represent the knowingly unchosen data by COMPUSTAT, book-to-market
should be weakened after the Moody's sample is added if the selection bias hy?
pothesis holds. The results over the second subperiod (Panel B of Table 7) support
the selection bias hypothesis. For example, when the beta and B/V variables are in
the model, the ElV-corrected coefficient on the B/V variable is 0.222% (f-statistic
of 3.14). After the Moody's sample is added, it decreases to 0.206% (f-statistic of
3.04). The results from the uncorrected estimation remain qualitatively the same.
The above results support Kothari, Shanken, and Sloan's arguments that Fama
and French's (1992) results on book-to-market are exaggerated by the selection
bias. However, the strong significance of book-to-market is still maintained. The
These CSR
Moody's sample has a minimal adverse impact on book-to-market.
results confirm the preliminary testing results that the selection bias in COMPU?
STAT does not have as serious an impact on the estimation for book-to-market as
Kothari, Shanken, and Sloan argue.

V.

Conclusions

This paper has investigated the COMPUSTAT selection bias issue raised by
Kothari, Shanken, and Sloan (1995) arguing that the selection bias may induce an
upward bias for the book-to-market equity of Fama and French (1992). To do this, I
collected most ofthe missing data for book value of common equity and earnings
in COMPUSTAT from Moody's Manuals. This paper also has reexamined the
explanatory power of beta, firm size, book-to-market equity, and earnings-price
ratios for average stock returns, correcting the EIV bias.
The selection bias hypothesis on COMPUSTAT of Kothari, Shanken, and
Sloan (1995) is supported in the post-1970 period when the practice of back-filling
of data was more common.
However, when the Moody's sample representing
almost all of the missing data on COMPUSTAT is aggregated with the COMPU?
STAT sample, the overall results do not change significantly. The cross-sectional
relationships among average returns, betas, firm size, and book-to-market in the
aggregated sample are quite similar to those of the COMPUSTAT sample only.
Therefore, the COMPUSTAT selection bias is not so severe that the monotone
positive relationship between average returns and book-to-market is significantly
affected.
This paper finds stronger support for the beta pricing theory than does Kim
and
(1995). After correcting the EIV problem, market betas have economieally
statistically significant force, regardless of the presence or absence of firm size,
book-to-market equity, and earnings-price ratio. Moreover, the intercept estimate
is insignificant when market betas are alone in the model. Firm size is barely
significant using monthly returns, but no longer significant in explaining average
stock returns using quarterly returns. The results in this paper confirm that the weak
relationship between market beta and average stock returns and the size-related
anomaly are due to the failure to correct for the EIV bias. These results, however,
should be interpreted with caution. The ElV-corrected results are conditional on
the presumption of the length of the beta estimation period. In other words, the
results are sensitive to the assumption ofthe extent of beta stationarity. This paper
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employs the most widely used ad hoc choice of five years. It would be necessary,
therefore, to obtain the ElV-corrected results unconditional on the length of the
beta estimation period or conditional on the precisely estimated beta shift-points.
Unlike firm size and earnings-price, book-to-market still has significant ex?
planatory power to average stock returns. These results are robust to the EIV
correction and the return measurement intervals. Therefore, book-to-market gives
of the capital asset pricing
stronger evidence in support of the misspecification
model than does firm size.
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